
The following is a list of some of the significant community issues addressed by this station for the quarter specified. The listing is

by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear intented to imply any degree of priority or significance

of the issues.

QUARTERLY ISSUES LIST FOR STATION KCAW-FM Quarter 4 of 2023 (year)

ISSUE DESCRIPTION PROGRAM SEGMENT DATE/TIME DURATION DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT

Example: New Dog Leash Law Ken's 7:00 AM Newscast 7/4/2003 7:00 :45 Tape: Mary Jones urges council to pass law

1 CBS denies cruise petition news 10/2/2023 2:15 Sitka's legal department denies citizen 

petition to regulate cruise numbers.

2 ASAA bans trans girls in sports news 10/10/2023 1:40 The board governing AK high school sports

bans trans-girls from competition.

3 Peltola returns to Washington news 10/17/2023 1:25 Following death of her husband in

plane crash, Rep. Peltola returns to DC

4 Sitkans to receive utility credit news 10/25/2023 4:05 Sales tax surplus will translate into

utility credit for Sitkans.

5 Students pushback on book bans news 11/2/2023 4:32 AK Assn of Student Gov'ts encourages

school board to resist book bans.

6 Tribal housing plans expansion news 11/8/2023 1:50 Tribal housing expansion could ease

crunch for all Sitkans.

7 Three re-elected to Tribal Council news 11/20/2023 1:00 In tribal elections, three return to seats,

one newcomer takes fourth seat.

8 Recovery work at Wrangell slide news 11/27/2023 1:55 Responders work to clear Zimovia Hwy

following deadly slide in Wrangell.

9 Reynolds takes over at SSSC news 12/6/2023 Arleigh Reynolds to take over for 

Lisa Busch at Sitka Sound Science Cntr.

10 CG recovers crashed helicopter news 12/11/2023 Coast Guard recovers wreckage of Air 

Station Sitka helo from Read Island.

11 Police investigate harbor death news 12/19/2023 Police investigating death of man who 

fell into the water at Crescent Harbor.

12 Visit Sitka funded thru '24 news 12/26/2023 Visit Sitka funding secured through '24, but

could change in '25.


